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SUMMARY

Srivastava and Jhajj [9], [10] have considered classes of estimators for
the population mean and population variance of the study variable for a
finite population using information of the population mean and variance
of an auxiliary variable. In sample surveys we have information on an
auxilliary variable, utilisation of which increases efficiency of estimators.
In this paper classes of estimators of popuulation mean and population
variance ofthe study variable are considered using information on the third
moment of the axuxiliary variable along with its mean and variance.
Asymptotic expressions for the mean square errors of the estimators in the
classes and lower bounds for them are obtained.

Key words : Finite population; Auxiliary infonnation; Asymptotic mean
square error. Efficiency.

Introduction

The probolem ofestimating the population mean oftlie variable under study
using information on an auxiliary variable has received considerable attention
in sampling from finite population. Ratio, product and linear regression
estimators and tlieir several generalizations which utilise information onaknown
population mean of an auxiliary variable, have been widely used in practice.
A veiy large class of estimators oftlie population mean ofthe study vmable
using tlie known value of the population mean of tlie auxiliary variable was
considered by Srivastava [7], [8]. SubsequenUy Srivastava and Jhajj [10] have
defined a class of estimators which also utilizes known population variance of
the auxiliary variable and it is shown that the lower bound for the asymptotic
mean squanc error of tliis class of estimators is smaller than that of the class
of estimators considered by Srivastava [7].

In this paper the class ofestimators ofSrivastava and Jhajj [10] is extended
to aclass which depends upon the known tliird moment ofthe auxiliary variable
in addition to its meanand variance. Asymptotic expressions for the meansquare
error of an estunator of tlie class and also its minimum value are obtained.
Tlie expression by which tlie asymptotic minimum mean square error of
estimator of tliis class is smaller tlian tliatwhich uses only Uie mean andvariance
of tlie auxiliary variable, is obtained. A similar class of estimators for the
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variance of the study variable is also considered. Numerical computation of
efficiency of tlie proposed classes is made for six empirical populations taken
from the literature.

2. Notations

Let Yj and Xj,j= 1,...,N denote the values of tlie study variable y and
the auxiliary variable x in tlie population. Tlie corresponding lower case letters
denote the value in die sample. We assume Uiat a simple random sample of
size n is drawn from tlie given finite population of size N. We write

_ n n

y= n~' E y., x= n~' Ex.,
j= 1 j= 1

_ N _ N

Y= E Y;, X= N"' EX,.,
j= 1 ^ j= 1 ^

s^=(n-

N"^ E (Y.-Y/(X,.-X)\
j= 1 ^

C^= ^y Y^ Y^' ""X^'X^'

^rs" „r <,s ' P~ ^11-

Let u= x/X ,V= s^/S^ and w= , tlien we have :

E(y/Y)= E(s^S^)= E(u)= E(v)= E(w)= 1,

E(^/Y-l)^= n-^C^,

E(u-1)^= n-'c^,

E{G^/Y-1)(u-1)}= n-'pCyC,,

andup to terms of ordern~ \

E(v-1)^= n-' (A^-1),

E{(y/Y-l)(v-I)}= n"^
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E{(u-1) (v-l)}= n-Xc,.

E(w -1 = n-' - 6X^ - 4 +9)/X^3

E{(y/Y - 1) (w - 1)} = n"' (^13 - 3p)C/X^

E{(u - 1) (w - 1)} = n" ^ - 3)C/>Io3

E{(v - 1) (w - 1)} = n"' - 4^)/?Lo3

E(s^S^-1)2= u-'a^-i)

E{(s^Sj-l)(u-l)}=

E{(s^Sj-l)(v-l)}= n-%2-1)
E{(s^S^ -1) (w -1)} = u"' (X^ - 3 - Xo,)/X^).

3. The Class of Estimators ofY

Whatever the sample chosen, let (u, v, w) assume values in a bounded
closed convex subset R, of tlie tliree dimensional real space containing the point
(1, 1, 1). Let H (u, v, w) be a function of u, v aiid vy such that

H(l,l.l)=l (3.1)

and it satisfies the following conditions :

1. Tlie function H (u, v, w ) is continuous and bounded/in R.
2. The first and second partial derivatives of H (u , w) exist and are

continuous and bounded in R. j
We consider the class of estimators of tlie population mean, Y, defined

by

yH=yH(u,v,w) (3.2)

To find the bias and mean squre error of y^ we expand tlie function
H (u. v, w) about the point (1. 1, 1) in the second order Taylor's series. We
have

Vh = y H (u, v, w)

= y[H(l,l,l) +(u-l)Hi (1.1.1)+(v-1)H2 (1,1,1)

+(w - 1) H3 (1,1,1) +̂ {(u - 1)^ Hii (u*. v*. w")
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+(V - 1)^ H22 (U*. V*. W*) +(W - 1)^ H33 (U*. V*. W*)

+2(u -1) (v -1) Hi2 (u", V*. w*) +2(u -1) (w - 1)Hi3 (u*. v', w')

+2 (v -1) (w -1) H23 (u*. V*- w*) }] (3.3)

where u*=l4-0(u-l), v*=l +0(v-l) and w*l +e(w-l)
0<0<1; Hj (1,1,1), (1.1,1) and H3 (1,1,1) denote the first order partial
derivatives of H(u, v, w) and Hjj (1,1,1), H22(l.l.l)i 1133(1,1,1),

(1,1,1), Hj3 (1,1,1), and 11^3(1,1,1), denote its second order partial
derivatives with respect to u, v and w at the point (1,1,1).

Taking expectation and noting tliat the second order partial derivatives of
H are bounded, and using (3.1), we have

E(yH) = Y+0(n-'')

and so the bias of is of the order of n" KUsing the results of secUon 2,

the mean square error of y^, upto terms of order n ^is

M(yH)=

= E[(y - Y)V f {(u - 1)^ H? (1,1,1) +(V -1)^ (1,1,1)

+(w - D' (1,1,1) +2(y - Y) (u -1) Hi (1,1,1) y"'
+y"'(y-Y)(v-l)H2(l,l.i) +2(y-Y)(w-l)H3(i,l,i)y-'

+2(u-l)(v-l)H,(l,l,l)H2(l,l,l)

+ 2(u-l)(w-l)Hi(l,l,l)H3 (1,1,1)

+ 2(v-1)(w-1)H2(1,1,1)H3(1,1,1) >]

= n-^Y^{C5 +C^H?(l,l,l) +(>.o4-l)H5 (1.1.1)

+̂ 06-^^4-^3 +9H^d 11)^2pCyC^Hi (1,1,1)

+2?Ii2 Cy Hj (1 ,1,1) + Cy H3 (1 ,1,1)

+2>.o3C,Hi (1,1,1)Hi(1,1,1)
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2 0^,-3)

^03

2 (^S - A03)

, C,Hi(1,1,1)H3 (1,1,1)
^n3

1H2(1,1,1)H3^1,1.1)
^03

Tlie mean squre error of y^j at (3.4) is minimized for

where

A-

fHi (1,1,1)
H2 (1,1,1)
H3 (1,1,1)

^03

^03 ^M-1

-1

P

• X.12

X,j3 3p

X.03

ao4-3)C,

^03

~ ^^03)
5^03

(^04 ~ ^ ^ ^3) ^ ^ ^3 + 9)
^3 ^3 X?3

123

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Explicit expressions ofHj (1,1,1), (1,1,1) and H3 (1,1,1) in(3.5) aregiven
below.

C
Hj (1, 1, 1)= [{^12 ^3 " P ~ 1)} ~ ~ ^3

'-x

- {(^04 - 1)(X^^ 3)- ^03 ^05- 4>4)3)> (>^13 - 3P)

- {(X12 (>.04 - 3)- P (Ks - (Ks - K ,

H2(1,1,1)= Cy [(A,o3 —X,i2)(X06~6X<)4 —X^3 +9) •

- ^03 ^04 - 3) - (^5 - 4W} (>^13 - 3P)

+ (>.04 - 3)- p (X^s - 4>.o3)} ao4 - 3) ]/X^3 K

H3(1,1,1)= Cy[{p(>L04-l)-Xi2>w}a04-3)

" (^04 — —1) (X.J3 —3p)—(p X.Q3 —X-jj) (X.Q5 —4X.Q3) ]/X.q3 K
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where

^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^3) (^04 ~ ^03 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^3 "• ^3)

The minimum mean square error of y^j is given by

(P ^03 ~ ^12)
min M (yn) = (1-p^)-

{(pX,o4 —X,[3) (X.04 —A.03 —1)+ (X,i2 ~ P^03) (^5 ~ ^4 ^3 —̂ 3^^

(X,o4 —X,o3 —l){(?Lo5 ~ ^04 ~ Xfl3 1) (^05 ^04^03 ^03^ ^

(3.7)

The third term on the right hand side of (2.7) gives tlie amount of reduction
in the minimum asymptotic mean square error of the class when is also

used in addition to Xand S^. The gain in efficiency by tlie use of the knowledge
of Hq3 is illustrated for six empirical populations in section 5.

The class (3.2) of estimators is very large. The following function, for
example give some simple estimators of tlie class :

H (u,v , w)= u" v^ w^

H(u, v,w) = El u" +ajv^ +83 aj +aj+83 = 1,

H (u, V, w) = 1 + a (u -1) + P (v -1) + y (w -1),

H(u,v,w)= {l +a(u-l) + p(v-l)} {l-y(w-l)}-'

H(u,v,w)= {l-a(u-l)-P(v-l)-y(w-l)}"^

Tlie optimum values of the unknown parameters a, p and y in these
estimators are determined from tlie condition (3.5), and with these optimum values
the mean square error up to terms or order n"is given by (3.7 ). In practice, the
optimum v^ues oftliese parameters will involve unknown population parameters
such as p, X.J2 and X-jj. However, if consistent estimators of these population
parametes are used in the optimumvalues obtained from (3.5) there will be change
inthe mean square error interms which are 0(n"^). And so the mean square error
uptoterms oforder n"'will remain unaltered.

Following Srivastava (1980), it is easily shown tliat even for the wider
class of estimators

ya= G (y, u, V, w)
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of Y, where the function G satisfies G (Y, 1,1,1) = Y, the minimum asymptotic
mean square error is same as (3.7) and is not less.

4. The Class ofEstimators of^
Srivastava and Jhajj (1980) defined a class of estimators for tlie population

variance of the study variable y utilising the known value of X and S^.
Following tlie approach of the preceeding section, we extend this class of

estimators of to

?„= s^(u,v,w), (4.1)
where tlie function H (u, v, w) again satisfies the conditions of section 3.

Following tlie metliod of section 3, tlie bias of tj^ is seen to be of order
n~' and its mean square error up to terms of order n~ 'is minimixed for

KS.
Hi (1,1,1)
H^d.l.l)
Hd.i.i)

-1
= -A ^-1

^3 ~ ^ ^1 ~ ^03
"•03

where A is tliematrix defined by (3.6). The minimum valueof tlie mean square
error of tjj is given by

itiin M (t„) =
" n

n (^2-1)' <^.(^04-1)-^03 (^2-1))'
>^04-1 (>.o,-l)(?.^-X^3-l).

{(^3 ~^1 ^ ~ ^03) (^04 ~ ^03 ~ 1) +(^1 ^3 —̂2 ~ ^04 ^ ~^3))^

•.(^04 ^03 1) {(^06 ^04 '̂ 03) ^3
(4.2)

In (4.2) tlie first terni on tlie right hand side gives tlie asymptotic mean
square error when no auxiliary infomiation is used, tlie second tenn gives
the reduction in mean square error when is used, tlie tliird term gives the

reduction whenX is used along with aiid the fourth term gives tlie reduction

when is used along with X and S^.
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5. Numerical Illustration

To have an idea of the increase in efficiency of optimum estimators of
the classes (3.2) and (4.1) or Y and respectively, by using the tliird moment

of the auxiliary variable in addition to its mean and variance, we have made
computatioins for six natural populations taken from literature. The source of
the population and the nature of the variable x and y are given in Table 5.1.
In Table 5.2 we have listed tlie efficiencies of optimum estimators of tlie
proposed class using along with X and

Table 5.1. Description of populations

S.No Source y X

1. Cochran [l],p, 325 No. of persons per block No. of rooms per block

2. Horvitz and Thompson
[2]

No. of households Eye estimate of y

3. Cochran [l],p. 203 Actual weight of
peaches on each tiee

Eye estimate of weight
of peaches on each tree

4. Sukhatme and

Sukhatme [11] p.l83,
vil.1-10.

Wheat acreage in 1937. Wheat acreage in 1936

5. Murthy [4] p.399,
viI.1-10

Area under wheat in

1964

Area under wheat in

1963.

6. Cochran [1] p. 152,
cities 1-16

No. of inhabitants in

1930

No. of inhabitants in

1920.

Table 5.2 has been computed from tlie expressions (3.7) and (4.2). The
efficiency has been taken to be tlie ratio of tlie reciimcals of tliemean square
errors. Themean square errorofanestimator of YandX alone hasbeencomputed
by taking the fu-st term only onthe r.h.s of (3.7). Fortlie mean squre using X and
S^, the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (3.7) have been taken and for the mean square
error using X, aiid H03, all tlie tliree tenns on tlie r.h.s. of(3.7) have been taken.
Thecomputationofmean square error forestimators of have similarly been done
from the expression (4.2).

It is observed from Table 5.2 tliat tiie useof theknowledge of ^lp3, tlietliird
moment of the auxili^ variable, results in substantial increase in tlie efficiency
for tlie estimation of Y in case of two out of six populations considered. In tlie
remaining four populations the increase in efficiency is only marginal. For the
estimation of Sj, however, the use of tlie knowledge of results in substantial
increase in the efficiencyin the case of all the six populations.
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Table. 5.2. Percentage efficiency ofoptimum estimators ofYand Sy for different
populations of Table 5.1.

SJ^o. of Optimumestimators ofY
the popula

tion. Using X alone Using X ahd Using X, S^ and Ho3

1. 100 111.21 112.61

2. 100 103.11 116.87

3. 100 175.74 199.24.

4. ; 100 115.95 280.47

5. 100 116.26 266.25

6. , 100 305.13 : 324.61 :

Optimum estimatorsof̂

Using alone Using X and Sx Using X; ^d H03

1. 100 106.00. 148.00

2. 100 103.34 131.96

3. 100 136.76 630.87

4. 100 100.71 235.14

5. 100 100.86 241.12

6. 100 114.88 157.60
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